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FERTO BULK

HANDLING TRAILER

Ferto R1211
UV resistant
Polyethylene
tanks

Tarpaulin
rain cover

Choice of a
Conveyor,
Auger or
Seed Auger

Additional
storage boxes

A choice of
super single
road tyres or
floatation tyres

60 ℓ water tank
ideal for hand
wash or soya
inoculant mixing

FEATURES
The new Rula Agri Ferto
R1211
will
put
the
productivity of your farm
in the next gear. Fully
operational
with
one
operator to
fill up or
empty the trailer. The Ferto
R1211 is ideal for filling up
a pre-planter with fertilizer

or a planter with seed
only in a few minutes. The
trailer can be equipped
with a 7m auger, 7m seed
auger or a 7m conveyor.
With two quick discharge
sluices at the bottom of the
tank, it can easily be used
to transport grain.

Ferto

R1211
Conveyor

SPECIFICATIONS

Ferto

Model
FERTO R1211 (7m Conveyor)
Capacity
12 Ton / 11m³ (2 x 5.5m³ Tanks)
Transport Height

Transport Length
8.6m
Maximum Discharge Height
4.4m
Discharge Capacity

3.3m
Transport Width
2.9m

±400 kg/min (200mm Belt)
Tyres
385 x 65 x 22.5 or 400 x 60 x 22.5

R1211
Auger

SPECIFICATIONS

* ROAD WORTHY
MODELS AVAILABLE

Model
FERTO R1211 (7m Auger)
Capacity
12 Ton / 11m³ (2 x 5.5m³ Tanks)
Transport Height

Transport Length
8.6m
Maximum Discharge Height
4.4m
Discharge Capacity

3.3m
Transport Width
2.9m

±400 kg/min
Tyres
385 x 65 x 22.5 or 400 x 60 x 22.5

TOW BEHIND

COMMODITY CART

Fert Trail 7000
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Easy access to fill hatch
2 x 3500 ℓ polyethylene tanks
Sealable fill hatch
High output hydraulic driven fan
Müller Elektronic rate control system
380/90 R42 tyres standard at 3048mm
wheel spacing

FEATURES
The Fert Trail commodity carts
are the latest addition to the Rula
Agri product range. Ideal for preplanters and strip-till equipment,
the carts can also be used for bulk
fertilizer or seed for planters.

The cart is equipped with a track
following steering system to aid with
sharp turns on headlands, as well
as prevent the cart from wandering
from the tractor’s tracks and falling
into loose-tilled soil.

BIG BROTHER
BIGGER CAPACITY

Fert Trail 7000

CHOOSE YOUR MODEL
MODEL

TANK CAPACITY

NUMBER OF ROWS

WHEEL SPACING

FERT TRAIL WITH A SINGLE 6000ℓ TANK

OPTIONS

TBH-60F0

6000 ℓ

8

3048

TBH-60F1

6000 ℓ

12

3048

TBH-60F2

6000 ℓ

16

3048

FERT TRAIL WITH DOUBLE 3500ℓ TANKS (7000ℓ)

THE BIG BROTHER

TBH-70F0

7000 ℓ

12

3048

TBH-70F1

7000 ℓ

16

3048

*LARGER ROW OPTIONS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

The Fert Trail commodity carts are
available in various configurations
with two tank options. A single
tank with 6000ℓ or a double tank
option with two 3500ℓ tanks. The
Fert Trail can be equipped with the
accurate Rula Agri granular fertilizer

metering system. The system can be
driven by an electric stepper motor
or with a hydraulic motor, both
controlled with the Müller Elektronic
rate controller.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN LIQUID FERTILIZER
AND CENTRAL SEEDING OPTIONS

PRE-PLANTERS

& STRIP TILL

FertMaX

FEATURES
Rula Agri prides itself in producing accurate granular
fertilizer systems. With the new generation metering
boxes fertilizer can accurately be measured for each
row. Two fertilizer products can be mixed with a multi
box system at a touch of a button.

1

Electric stepper motor or
hydraulic motor drive

2

Individual row measurement

Accurate fertilizer control with
Müller Elektronic ISOBUS rate
control system

CUSTOMIZE YOUR FERTMAX TO SUIT YOUR OPERATION
Prefert 100

The Prefert 100 is ideal for
Free State sandy soils. Fertilizer
can be placed in 3 layers up to
300mm deep. The berm roller
leaves a soft seedbed finish.

Prefert 200

The Prefert 200 is ideal for
fertilizer application in fields
with plant material. Fertilizer
is placed behind the Ø560mm
coulter up to 120mm deep.
The berm roller leaves a soft
seedbed finish.

Prefert 300

The Prefert 300 is a versatile
applicator tine. Ideal for preplanting
application
and
top dressing. Fertilizer can
be placed in 2 layers up to
300mm deep.

Prefert 400

The Prefert 400 is ideal for
quick and easy fertilizer
application. Fertilizer is placed
behind the Ø560mm coulter
up to 120mm deep. Ideal for
lower kW tractors.

Prefert 500

The Prefert 500 is also used
for no-till equipment on the
Seedmax planters. The primary
cut is done by a Ø508mm
coulter in front and fertilizer
is placed behind the tine up
to 200mm deep and followed
by a closing wheel. Tine tip
options are available.

PRECISION
PLANTERS

SeedMaX

FEATURES
The Rula Agri Seedmax row crop planters are
functional and accurate. The same principles
of durability and precision are used for both
conventional and no-till planters, to create
planters that are suitable for the South African
farmer.

PLANTER
FRAMES

SeedMaX

SMX108-914

SMX212-914

SeedMa X

No-Till

SMX212-914

SPECIFICATIONS
Model

Row Spacing

Number of rows

Tank Capacity

kW Required

2000 ℓ

72

SeedMax 100-Single Beam front fold
SMX106

762/914

6

SMX108

762/914

8

2000 ℓ

96

SMX110

762/914

10

2000 ℓ

120

SMX112

762/914

12

2000 ℓ

144

SeedMax 200- Stand off beam front fold
SMX208

762/914

8

3500 ℓ

96

SMX210

762/914

10

3500 ℓ

120

SMX212

762/914

12

3500 ℓ

144

SMX216

762

16

3500 ℓ

190

SMX220

508

20

3500 ℓ

200

SeedMax 300- Triple beam front fold (No-till)
SMX308

762/914

8

3500 ℓ

120

SMX312

762/914

12

3500 ℓ

180

PLANTING

EQUIPMENT

PlantMaX
WHAT IS NEW

The all new Rula PlantMax planter units take rugged performance and longevity to
the next level. Maximum productivity, precision and profitability are just a few of the
added “maximums” the PlantMax row units bring to your operation.

FEATURES
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Accurate planter control
with Müller Elektronic
ISOBUS planter control
system

70 ℓ seed hopper
Heavy duty parallel link
Easy adjustable depth settings
Dragging gauge wheels
Leading edge Ø16’’ seed discs
Open gauge wheels
Multiple mud scrapers
Closing wheel options
Precision Planting V-Set Classic seed
meter with Müller drive
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CUSTOMIZE YOUR PLANTMAX UNIT TO SUIT YOUR OPERATION
1

Finger type closing wheel

2

No-till V-press wheel
with discs

3

Closing disc system

PLANTING

EQUIPMENT

PlantMaX
The PlantMax row units are equipped
with Precision Planting V-Set Classic
seed meters driven by Müller Elektronic’s
stepper motor drive for accurate seed

metering. The unit can be equipped with
a 70 ℓ seed hopper or with the Precision
Planting mini seed hopper used with the
Rula Agri central seeding system.

PLANTMAX WITH CENTRAL SEEDING

FEATURES

Ultra durable bearing
hub

Optional Pneumatic
Down Force

Rocking system with easily
adjustable planting depth

PLANTING
PlantMa X

EQUIPMENT

No-Till

FEATURES
The new Rula Agri No-till equipment
is here. In the front a robust trash
coulter breaks the crust of the soil and
simultaneously parts plant residue. The
coulter is followed by a fixed row cleaner
to clear the parted stubble. The trip tine
tills the soil and places fertilizer up to
200mm deep.

The tine can be equipped with a narrow
knife point for minimal soil disturbance
or with a wider break point to loosen soil
below the surface. The tine is followed
by an optional closing wheel to close the
trench created by the tine. The closing
wheels eliminates air cavities created by
the tine, which effects seed germination.

NO-TILL TRIP ACTION
COULTER

-120mm
Working depth.
-250 kg trip force

TRIP TINE

-200mm
Working depth.
-350 kg trip
force

PLANTING

ATTACHMENTS

SeedMaX

CONVENTIONAL TILLAGE ATTACHMENTS
SINGLE FERTILIZER
COULTER

Accurate fertilizer placement
with the Rula Agri single fertilizer
coulter. The coulter is equipped
with a gauge wheel for constant
fertilizer placement depth

ROW CLEANER

Effective residue management
with the Rula Agri row cleaner.
It can be set to fixed or floating
with up and down force features.

NO-TILL ATTACHMENTS
NO-TILL TRASH COULTER AND TINE

*OPTIONAL

The full no-till package. The Rula Agri no-till coulter and tine combo can
be equipped with an optional closing wheel and fixed row cleaner. Knife
point and broad head tips are available for trip tine.

SOIL CONDITIONER
COMBAT ACID BUILD-UP IN SOIL
Acid build-up in soil is a growing concern to
farmers world wide. It has a detrimental effect
on your crop’s yield and the general health of
your soil. Rula Agri developed the best solution
for deep soil treatment. Lime or Gypsum can
now be precisely placed up to 900 mm deep
into the soil. The solution consists of a towable
trailer with a metering and pneumatic conveying
system which transfers lime, gypsum or other
particle material to the specially developed

applicator subsoiler tines. The applicator
tines mix the particles thoroughly into the soil
to ensure the accurate placement of lime,
gypsum or other particles into the targeted
soil. Unlike a moldboard plow, the applicator
tines don’t turn the soil over or bring soil from
the bottom profile to the surface. The system
is designed to attach to the standard Rula Agri
RipMax rippers, but can be attached to your
existing ripper.
1
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RipMaX
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FEATURES
1
2
3

OPTIONAL AUTOMATIC RESET TINE
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CHOOSE YOUR MODEL
MODEL

BIN
CAPACITY

NUMBER
OF TINES

PRECISION READY
TINE
SPACING

WORKING
DEPTH

762/914

900MM

RIPMAX CAMEL BACK FRAME AND BIN
KRC-06C0

7M³

7 m³ Bin capacity
Grating for rocks or foreign material
Floatation tyres
Precision metering with Müller Elektronic
Crusher mechanism with venturi conveying system
Double stage hydraulic driven fan
Attach easily to ripper frame
Specialized deep applicator tines

6

RIPMAX RIPPER WITH BIN TRAILER
KRC-06T0

7M³

6

762/914

900MM

KRC-08T0

7M³

8

762/914

900MM

*OTHER ROW OPTIONS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

Condition soil according
to prescription maps
with Müller Elektronic’s
ISOBUS rate controller

FLAT DECK
TRAILER

T1200 Trailer

FEATURES

Deck is made of one
continuous 6mm plate

To complete the material handling cycle Rula Agri
offers a 12 ton flat deck trailer with a double axle
bogie. The double axle bogie makes turning and
reversing much easier compared to turn table
trailers.

Optional crane for bulk bag handling
to mount on drawbar

A choice of floatation or super single
road tyres

TIPPER
T500

TRAILER
Tipper

FEATURES

Automatic opening
and closing tail gate

The
tipper trailer is
versatile and robust.
With a 5m³ capacity the
trailer can easily handle
an 8 ton load.

A choice of floatation or super single
road tyres
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